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Pigmented Quartz is produced in-house using a
high quality resin coating system incorporating
pigments picked specifically for their inherently
stable characteristics.

Pigmenting Quartz gives a vast range of colour
variation options while retaining its core functional
properties. Bespoke colours can be produced to
order.

Pack Size

25 kg packs.

Description

Our process of pigmenting quartz considers a number of subtle
intricacies to assure that it performs as intended; such as the shape
and size of the particle and the difference in characteristics when dry
and when introduced to resin systems.

Colours

Pigmenting Quartz gives a vast range of colour variation options while
retaining its core functional properties. Bespoke colours can be
produced to order.

Particle Sizes

0.1 - 0.3mm
0.3 - 0.6mm
0.4 - 0.8mm
0.7 - 1.2mm
1.2 - 1.8mm
2.0 - 4.0mm
3.0 - 6.0mm
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Quartz Colour Chart
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Light Green                     Orange

Forest Green                  Red

Moss Green

Green 1093

Carmine Red

Maroon

Dark Grey

Grey 1233

Black

Blue 1223

Light Blue

Royal Blue

Cobalt Blue

Turquoise

White

Seagull

Light Grey

Mid Grey

Most products are available in a range of standard colours with some non-standard or custom RAL colours available upon request (subject to
surcharge and production availability). The colours shown may differ from the original product due to reprographics and technological media
variations. The same colour in different products may also vary due to the composition and texture of the final finish. Samples: If colour and final
aesthetics are of concern, please contact us to request an actual hard sample of the colour and system required.

Ochre

Sunflower

Yellow

Yellow 1671

Dark Brown

Sand

Brown

Beige


